Instructors

Homer and Cristina started their tango obsession long before they met each other. Each with over 10 years of experience emphasizing a fusion of social tango ideologies... As teachers they are committed to creating a positive class environment where small epiphanies can & do occur in their students. It has been said, on more than one occasion, that few dancing couples improvise with such skill, personality, and fluidity of movement...

Somer has studied tango with Metin Yazir in Turkey. Together with Agape they have studied extensively with Gustavo Naveira & Giselle Anne, Cecilia Gonzalez and Chicho Frumboli in Buenos Aires. Somer and Agape teach a combination of traditional and contemporary Argentine tango, giving emphasis to techniques that make people dance with fluid and natural elegance...

Registration, Cost

Participants are requested to register in advance through email. They should mention:
- how many workshops they register for,
- if they are coming from out of town (where?) and need accommodation,
- if they are willing to host out of town guests (and how many).

Payment can be made during registration time prior to the workshops.

The cost is:
- Each workshop = $10
- Each milonga = $5
- All workshops and milongas = $50 (advance registration required).
- STUDENTS, GUESTS, HOSTS: All workshops and milongas = $30 (advance registration required).

STUDENTS are the registered dancers with a valid student id. GUESTS are the registered out-of-town dancers. HOSTS are the local dancers who agree to provide accommodation to one or more guests.

Privates will be available on Sunday and Monday. Please contact us through email for costs per hour and to schedule.

For hotel information and driving directions, please visit our website.

Visit us at http://www.purdue.edu/tango or email sorfanos@purdue.edu to register.
"La Milonguera" is a student organization at Purdue University devoted to the promotion and enjoyment of everything related to Argentinean Tango.

We are located in West Lafayette, Indiana, 126 miles southeast of Chicago and 65 miles north of Indianapolis.

We especially welcome students and out-of-town dancers who would like to participate in our events.

An exciting tango-weekend of seven workshops & three milongas!

With instructors:

Homer Ladas & Cristina Ladas from San Francisco

and

Somer Surgit & Agape Pappas from Turkey/Chicago

Visit us at http://www.purdue.edu/tango or email sorfanos@purdue.edu to register.